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Abstract
Purpose: the purpose of the study was to determine relationships between a PNF based rehabilitation
program and its results on the parameters affecting balance, on patients undergone Total Knee Replacement
(TKR).
Methods: Fifty four patients (N=54) submitted to TKR at public hospitals of Thessaloniki Greece in 20182019, divided into two groups, one (N=27) followed a classic golden standard rehabilitation protocol and the
other (N=27) additionally followed a PNF based protocol. Risk of falls was estimated by the Berg Balance
Scale, while sagittal and coronal displacement was estimated by the usage of S-plate foot recorder.
Analysis: data were analyzed using t-test paired or independent samples wherever normality was found and
Mann-Whitney U or Wilcoxon test wherever it did not. Correlations were determined by Pearson’s r.
Results: the PNF based rehabilitation program has shown statistically important differences on balance
parameters specifically on the risk of falls (p,000), sagittal (p ,001) and coronal (p ,000) axis displacement.
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Introduction
Knee joint damages
Lower extremity joints are important for human functionality. Loads developed at these joints are huge, first
due to the overall weight and second due to closed kinetic chains. These loads can be multiplied regarding individual’s
kinetic condition. Anatomic element’s integrity on the knee is important for the joint’s functionality. Even tiny loads
can lead to serious capsule alternations as the damages they cause act cumulatively. Furthermore numerous pathogenic
parameters can cause damages to the various joint elements, eventually causing pain and dysfunction. Therapeutic
exercise is crucial to arthropathy treatment, especially on the knee and can be a key element for rehabilitation.
Throughout the bibliography, exercise’s positive impact on muscle strength, functionality and pain has been widely
demonstrated. (Evcik et all 2002,Penninx et all 2001, Bischoff et all 2003, Miyaguchi et all 2003,Thomas et all 2003,
Bellometti et all 2002,Topp et all 2002 ). Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation uses body’s receptors which are
responsible for carry the information about position and movement in order to facilitate muscle and nerve
coordination, making movement more efficient.
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Review

Research data indicate aging of the population. A study of 2005 predicts that the average population above 65
years will be doubled until 2025 (Diracoglou et al, 2005).
Furthermore, osteoarthritis is the most common musculoskeletal disease. The knee is the most common joint
affected. Incompetence from osteoarthritis can be a major deficit of functionality and has a negative effect on life
quality of the patients. Proprioception is a major factor for normal functionality as it affects both balance and
neuromuscular coordination. At the knee proprioception appears to be decreasing as age is increasing. There seems
to be an additional reduction on proprioception following osteoarthritis. (PaiY et al, 1997)
It’s not clearly obvious if this reduction provokes joint degeneration due to pathological neuromuscular
function that affects proper load distribution or if it comes as a result of the joint’s receptors’ distraction caused by
osteoarthritis (Skinner et al,1994). There are indications that muscle dysfunction is caused by the receptor’s
malfunction (Messier et al, 2002). Pain is a factor affecting both muscle’s and receptor’s function (Hassan et al, 2002).
Studies indicate that articular sensibility and balance is an important predictive factor for a program’s effectiveness
(Simmons et al, 1996). There are controversial reports for articular sensibility also. There is a study that indicates no
increasing on proprioception after surgery (Skinneretal, 1984). Proprioception appears to be a major factor for
rehabilitation. It’s function providing information about movement’s speed and positioning, is a key element for the
correct coordination.
Methods
Fifty four patients (N=54) submitted to the same technique Total Knee Replacement in hospitals of
Thessaloniki, Greece were divided into two match up groups. The first group (N=27) was submitted to a classic
golden standard eight weeks therapeutic exercise program. The other group (N=27) wassubmitted to an also eight
weeks program as well additionally based on PNF. To estimate balance levelsan S-plate foot recorder used, for both
sagittal and coronal displacement. There was three measurements, first theone upon the beginning of the program, the
second at the end of it at eight weeks and the final in the sixth month post operative.
Results
There was an initial equality control to insure that both groups were equalregarding the risk of falls (Z -,260 p
,795), sagittal (Z -1,298 p ,194) and coronal (Z -1,242 p ,124) displacement (table 1).
TestStatisticsa
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
a. GroupingVariable: team

Bergscoretotal initial
349,500
727,500
-,260
,795

x balanceinitial
290,500
668,500
-1,298
,194

y balanceinitial
293,000
671,000
-1,242
,214

Table 1. initial control check for both groups.
As for the risk of fallsthetest group demonstrated statistically important improvement on the second
measurement, at the end of the eight weeks program (Z -2,835 p ,005), and in comparison to the control group (Z 2,522 p ,012). These findings reserved on the final measurement also (Z -2,638 p,001) (histogram 1). Logistic
regression revealed that functionality levels of the knee affected Berg Balance Test Score at 25,5 % (p,000).
Effect sizes were ,63 and ,47 for test and control group respectively. This indicates greater efficiency for the PNF
program.
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Histogram 1. Risk of falls comparison.
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As for sagittal displacement both groups started on equal levels (Z -1,298 p,194). Test group showed
statistically important reduction of sagittal movement (Z -2,634 p,001) in comparison to the control group, and
maintained this reduction at the final measurement too (Z-2,567 p,001) (histogram 2).Sagittaldisplacement as shown,
affected knee functionality at 19,4%. Effect sizes were,63 and ,47 for test and control group respectively. That
indicates better impact for the PNF group (table 2).
x balance

x balanceinitial
x
balanceindermediate
x balancefinal
Valid N (listwise)

N

test
Mean

N

control
Mean

4,052
3,081

Std.
Deviation
,4478
,2940

27
27

4,012
3,489

Std.
Deviation
,1949
,2100

27
27
27
27

3,025

,2896

27
27

3,289

,2100

Table 2.Sagitall displacement measures
As for coronal displacement both groups began on equal levels (Z -1,242 p,214). There was statistically
important difference for the test group (Z-4,705 p,000) at the end of the program. That difference was also
maintained at the final measurement (Z -4,705 p,000) (histogram 3).Coronal displacement affected knee functionality
at 23,4%.
Histogram 2. Comparison of sagittal displacement.
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Effect sizes were ,65 and ,42 for test and control groups respectively. This indicates better influence for the
PNF group (table 3).
Histogram 3. Coronal displacement.
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Valid N (listwise)
27

3

4

control

Mean
4,168

Std.
Deviation N
,5248
27

Mean
4,316

Std.
Deviation
,3860

3,333

,2987

27

3,741

,2749

3,081

,2075

27
27

3,381

,2481

Table 3.Coronaldisplacementmeasures.
There was a correlations analysis by Pearson’s r for the dependent variable «functionality» and the
independent «risk of falls» «x displacement» and «y displacement»(table 4). Analysis shown significant correlation
between functionality and risk of falls (r,519 p ,000) sagittal displacement (r,457 p,001) and coronal displacement
(r,499 p,000).
Correlations
Koosscore final
PearsonCorrelation
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
54
dropdanger
PearsonCorrelation
,519**
Sig. (2-tailed)
,000
N
54
x balancetotal
PearsonCorrelation
-,457**
Sig. (2-tailed)
,001
N
54
y balancetotal
PearsonCorrelation
-,499**
Sig. (2-tailed)
,000
N
54
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Koosscore τελικό

Dropdanger
,519**
,000
54
1
54
-,304*
,025
54
-,321*
,018
54

Table 4. Correlation analysis

x balancetotal
-,457**
,001
54
-,304*
,025
54
1
54
,572**
,000
54

y balancetotal
-,499**
,000
54
-,321*
,018
54
,572**
,000
54
1
54
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Discusion
Articular sensitivity is reduced at osteoarthritis knees. Researchers suggested that joint positioning sense
improved compared to the opposite leg after rehabilitation program. Atfield et al (1996) measured proprioception and
reported significant changes (p,001) six months postoperative. This agrees with our findings. Articular sensitivity
rehabilitation mechanism after TKR has to do with the elimination of a various incriminating parameters in elderly
and osteoarthritic patients (Barracketal 1983, Skinneretal 1991, Kleinbartetal ,1992, Kokmenetal 1978, Alexiadesetal
1989, Kaplanetal 1985, Alice et al 2015). Reduction of joint sensitivity reported on those patient has to do with the
lose of mechanoreceptors, pain receptors, inflammation and reduction of functionality levels due to
arthropathy(Barrack et al 1983, Kaplan et al 1985, Sharma et al 1997,Skinner et al 1984, Hall et al 1995, Lephart et al
1996, Petrella et al 1997, Safran et al 1996, Kim et al 2015).After TKR soft tissue tension, pain and inflammation
reduced and functionality levels were increased (Tilbury et al 2016). These changes can affect the reaction of motor
receptors to the articular cartilage and muscles and tendons, increasing both articular positioning and movement’s
perception (O’ ReillyCS1999, Kramer et al 2003).Our study has also demonstrated this through out theincreased knee
functionality and consecutive improvement of life quality parameters.
The sense of articular position and movement is crucial for balance maintaining. Reduced articular sensitivity
is a factor leading to balance deficits both in elderly and osteoarthritis patients (Petrellaetal 1997, Overstalletal 1977,
Wegeneretal 1997, Lordetal 1991, Iakovidisetal 2017).These balance deficits have to do with reduced articular
functionality and as a result they are increasing danger of falls(Overstalletal 1977, Wegeneretal 1997,Sjoveian et al
2017).Our study indicates that PNF improves balance capability and thus reduces danger of falls. Improvement of
proprioception indicates that PNF increases neuromuscular control and joint stability. The test group demonstrated
better positioning and movement perspective and this way they achieved better balance scores. This resulted to better
neuromuscular coordination and more efficient static and dynamic balance. It’s also an indication of better motor
sensory coordination postoperative. The potential clinical benefit of this suggests that PNF is improving the motor
sensory characteristics that are necessary for dynamic joint stability, reducing danger of falls.
Conclusion
A PNF based program after TKR demonstrated statistically important differences in balance parameters and
in particular to risk of falls (p,000) sagittal (p,001) and coronal displacement (p,000). There was also statistical
important relation between functionality levels of the knee and balance parameters such as risk of falls (r ,519 p,000),
sagittal (r,457 p,001) and coronal displacement (r ,499 p ,000). Effect sizes demonstrated better impact for the PNF
group to the rehabilitation program.
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